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^ April 17, 2006 - Subject: Probation After Death.

^ Dear Friends: Mary Baker Eddy gave her students 26 subjects for
e^ weekly Bible Lessons, to be covered twice yearly. Flowing through

O the year in her order ofthe subjects, we hereby present fresh views
^ ofeach one by outstanding Christian Scientists. In this way, we hope
§ to partake with you of new unfoldments of her infinite revelation.
^ Our selection this week is from: A1982 Association Address by
^ Daniel L. Jensen.

^ IMMORTALITY
^ Immortality - what is it? After searching six different dictionaries and

1 several source books, I came up with some twenty-four definitions,
£o besides various specialized uses, all having to do with freedom from
^ death, an endless continuity of life, and indestructibility. I think these
^ characterize the concept of immortality pretty well.

^ Today let's take this concept of our immortality out of the theoretical
tq someday status. Let's view it as an existing reality and consider its
>2 everyday relevance in our lives. Let's understand it better, and rejoice
fc in it as an existing fact - present immortality!
G
§ Down through the ages mankind's religions have almost universally

accepted the belief that upon death man attains immortality. Only
Q Christian Science asserts man's present immortality. Our textbook,
§ Science and Health with Key to the Scriptures by Mary Baker Eddy,
£j states: "Life is deathless. Life is the origin and ultimate of man,

Co never attainable through death, but gained by walking in the pathway
£j of Truth both before and after that which is called death." This
§ fundamental difference is one of the most important metaphysical
t^ distinctions between Christian Science and every other religion. And
g< it is, as we shall see, absolutely basic to spiritual healing, for Mrs.
^ Eddy frankly tells us in Miscellany: "You can never demonstrate
^ spirituality until you declare yourself to be immortal and understand
^ that you are so. Christian Science is absolute; it is neither behind
°3 the point of perfection nor advancing towards it; it is at this point and
^ must be practiced there from. Unless you fully perceive that you are
Tj the child of God, hence perfect, you have no Principle to
^ demonstrate and no rule for its demonstration."

^
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